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TB: Ties Behnke    AR: Alberto Ruiz  

KB: Karsten Büsser    YS: Yasuhiro Sugimoto 

FG: Frank Gaede    CV: Claude Vallee 

KF: Keisuke Fujii    MW: Marc Winter 

KK: Kiyotomo Kawagoe   HV: Henri Videau 

JL: Jenny List    GW: Graham Wilson 

AM: Akiya Miyamoto 

LC Meeting in Kyuschu 
Currently the concepts meetings during the asian linear collider workshop are planned for Friday 

afternoon and Satusrday morning. We agreed on the following scheme for ILD:  

- Friday afternoon: ILD plenary meetings 

- Saturday: possibility to organize topical or expert level meetings within ILD, no central ILD-

organised events.  

- Friday evening: ILD dinner in Kyuschu 

- Thursday evening: ILD Institute assembly meeting (to be confirmed) 

Note added after the meeting:  

An indico page was setup for the ILD meeting:  

ILD was informed about the planned events during the Kyuschu meeting.  

As in past LC meetings, there will be a central ILD talk. This talk is currently scheduled for Friday 

morning. Proposals for speakers are invited. (as a reminder the last talk at the Strassbourg meeting 

was delivered by Ties) 

Preparations of the ILD production 
During the ILD meeting in Ichinoseki  a number of issues came up where deficiencies exist:  

- Currently no one is working on the implementation of the FCAL reconstruction. The FCAL 

collaboration does not have personpower for this. Remi from the central software group will 

try to fix the currently available code.  

- There is no work ongoing at the moment on  background. Strahinja did quite a bit before he 

left for another job, there is no one taking over at the moment.  

- There are still a number of smaller technical issues, which are being worked on.  

Generally though the state of the software is rather good, and we are confident that we can start 

another test production rather soon.  

Costing group in ILD 
Henri agreed to chair the costing group for the moment. Karsten Buesser will be his deputy in this 

work. The goal will be to prepare an update of the ILD costing in time for the report to be written by 

the end of the year.  



Next ILD meeting(s) 
We agreed that the next ILD general phone meeting should take place on April 3, 2018, at 14:00 hour 

Paris time. We invite proposals for a focus topic of this meeting, in addition to the (short) statements 

by the conveners.  

We discussed that our regular ET meeting will shift from Tuesday to Wednesday, to make it easier for 

Graham to attend. Regular meeting slot will be Wednesday 13:00 hours Paris time.  

The next ILD ET meeting will take place in the week of March 19. As I will be traveling on March 21, I 

am wondering whether we can either shift the meeting by one day, to Thursday, 13:00 hours, or on 

Wednesday to a later time, at 15:30 Paris time. Please let me know your preference.  


